
Homeostasis is the maintenance of a steady      internal state. Some examples of 
aspects of the body that must be kept in balance              include:

In each case, balance is achieved by maintaining a dynamic        equilibrium that is 
made possible by the interaction of three key components:

Sensory receptors
- specialized cells that detect stimuli     (specific changes in the internal or 

external environment)
Integrator 

- a control centre      that receives information from receptors and “decides” on 
an appropriate response 

-  the brain (and sometimes the spinal cord) is the integrator in vertebrates
Effectors 
- muscles        or glands          that carry out the response of the integrator 

For example, going outside in the winter would cause cold receptors            in the skin 
to send a message to the brain      . In order to maintain   body temperature, the brain 
may respond      by causing your muscles          to shiver (thereby creating heat), or it 
might direct your legs            to take you back inside.

Receptors         are continuously “         sampling” the internal and external environment 
to detect whether you are within an             acceptable range.

Most regulation       mechanisms in your body act in negative             feedback loops. In 
a negative feedback loop, the response      of the integrator attempts to       cancel or 
counteract the original        stimulus, thereby returning the body to its          steady state.
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Although they are rare, positive           feedback mechanisms also operate in the body. 
These set into motion a chain of events that reinforce         and intensify          a change 
away from          the steady state. Positive feedback leads to instability        in a system 
and must be reversed        at some point.

Hyperventilation     is an example of a positive feedback mechanism. Stress    can 
sometimes trigger an increase in breathing      rate, because of the release of 
adrenaline         . An increased breathing rate eliminates          CO2 from the 
bloodstream more quickly than it is being produced. Low blood CO2 levels cause 
alkalosis           (a high blood pH), that in turn causes oxygen to bind  more tightly to  tto 
hemoglobin.

When oxygen is tightly bound       to hemoglobin, it is not released to your bodyʼs cells. 
Your cells become deprived      of oxygen, so your breathing rate   increases further, 
leading to increased alkalosis.

As you can see, the response compounds       the problem, and the system moves 
farther from a point of equilibrium.

Ultimately, your brain is deprived of oxygen        , and you faint. This lowers your 
breathing rate          and allows your blood pH to return to normal.
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Read pgs 334-336 Do #1-9 pg 337
Read pg 338-341 Do #1-8 pg. 341


